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Cybernetic GI Security Bulletin provides a summary of new vulnerabilities that have been recorded by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD) in the past 

week. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Cybersecurity and Communications 

Integration Center (NCCIC) / United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team, is sponsored by The 

NVD. For modified or updated entries, please visit the NVD, which contains historical vulnerability 

information . 

The vulnerabilities are based on the CVE vulnerability naming standard and determined by the Common 

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard. They are organized according to severity, by the division 

of high, medium and low severities correspond to the following scores: 

 

High  - Vulnerabilities will be labeled High severity if they have a CVSS base score of 7.0 - 10.0 . 

Medium  - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Medium severity if they have a CVSS base score of 4.0  -  6.9 .  

Low  - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Low severity if they have a CVSS base score of 0.0 - 3.9 . 

 

Entries may include additional information provided by organizations and efforts sponsored by 

Cybernetic GI. This data may include identifying information, values, definitions, and related links. The 

patch information is provided to users when available. Please note that some of the information in the 

bulletin is compiled from external, open source reports and is not a direct result of Cybernetic GI 

analysis  . 

The NCCIC Weekly Vulnerability Summary Bulletin is created using information from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD). In some cases, the 

vulnerabilities in the bulletin may not yet have assigned CVSS scores. Please visit NVD for updated 

vulnerability entries, which include CVSS scores once they are available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published 
CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

infiray -- iray-
a8z3_firmware 

An issue was discovered in Infiray IRAY-A8Z3 1.0.957. The firmware contains a 
potential buffer overflow by calling strcpy() without checking the string length 
beforehand. 

2022-07-17 10 CVE-2022-31209  

infiray -- iray-
a8z3_firmware 

An issue was discovered in Infiray IRAY-A8Z3 1.0.957. There is a blank root 
password for TELNET by default. 

2022-07-17 10 CVE-2022-31211  

infiray -- iray-
a8z3_firmware 

An issue was discovered in Infiray IRAY-A8Z3 1.0.957. The webserver contains an 
endpoint that can execute arbitrary commands by manipulating the cmd_string 
URL parameter. 

2022-07-17 9 

CVE-2022-31208 
  

infiray -- iray-
a8z3_firmware 

An issue was discovered in Infiray IRAY-A8Z3 1.0.957. The binary file 
/usr/local/sbin/webproject/set_param.cgi contains hardcoded credentials to the 
web application. Because these accounts cannot be deactivated or have their 
passwords changed, they are considered to be backdoor accounts. 

2022-07-17 7.5  CVE-2022-31210  

itechscripts -- 
auction_script 

A vulnerability was found in Itech Auction Script 6.49. It has been classified as 
critical. This affects an unknown part of the file /mcategory.php. The manipulation 
of the argument mcid with the input 4' AND 1734=1734 AND 'Ggks'='Ggks leads to 
sql injection (Blind). It is possible to initiate the attack remotely. 

2022-07-16 7.5  CVE-2017-20138  

ceneo-web-
scrapper_project -- 
ceneo-web-
scrapper 

The adriankoczuruek/ceneo-web-scrapper repository through 2021-03-15 on 
GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 
unsafely. 

2022-07-11 7.5  CVE-2022-31570  

clinic\'s_patient_m
anagement_syste
m_project -- 
clinic\'s_patient_m
anagement_syste
m 

A vulnerability has been found in SourceCodester Clinics Patient Management 
System 2.0 and classified as critical. Affected by this vulnerability is an unknown 
functionality of the file /pms/index.php of the component Login Page. The 
manipulation of the argument user_name with the input admin' or '1'='1 leads to 
sql injection. The attack can be launched remotely. The exploit has been disclosed 
to the public and may be used. 

2022-07-12 7.5  

CVE-2022-2298 
  

google -- android 
Implicit Intent hijacking vulnerability in Finder prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 
allow allows attackers to launch certain activities with privilege of Finder. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-30756  

google -- android 
Implicit Intent hijacking vulnerability in AppLinker prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 
allow allows attackers to launch certain activities with privilege of AppLinker. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-30754  

huawei -- 
ese620x_vess_firm
ware 

There is a buffer overflow vulnerability in eSE620X vESS V100R001C10SPC200 and 
V100R001C20SPC200. An attacker can exploit this vulnerability by sending a 
specific message to the target device due to insufficient validation of packets. 
Successful exploit could cause a denial of service condition. 

2022-07-12 7.8  CVE-2021-39999  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows Print Spooler Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique 
from CVE-2022-22022, CVE-2022-30206, CVE-2022-30226. 

2022-07-12 9 CVE-2022-22041  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows Advanced Local Procedure Call Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. This 
CVE ID is unique from CVE-2022-30202, CVE-2022-30224. 

2022-07-12 8.5  CVE-2022-22037  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows CSRSS Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique from CVE-
2022-22026, CVE-2022-22049. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-22047  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows Fast FAT File System Driver Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-22043  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows Graphics Component Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-22034  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows Credential Guard Domain-joined Public Key Elevation of Privilege 
Vulnerability. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-22031  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Internet Information Services Dynamic Compression Module Denial of Service 
Vulnerability. 

2022-07-12 7.5  CVE-2022-22040  

microsoft -- 
windows_10 

Windows CSRSS Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique from CVE-
2022-22047, CVE-2022-22049. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-22026  

microweber -- 
microweber 

Business Logic Errors in GitHub repository microweber/microweber prior to 1.2.20. 2022-07-11 7.5  

CVE-2022-2368 
CONFIRM  

redhat -- keycloak 

A privilege escalation flaw was found in the token exchange feature of keycloak. 
Missing authorization allows a client application holding a valid access token to 
exchange tokens for any target client by passing the client_id of the target. This 
could allow a client to gain unauthorized access to additional services. 

2022-07-08 7.5  CVE-2022-1245  

roxy-wi -- roxy-wi 

Roxy-WI is a web interface for managing Haproxy, Nginx, Apache and Keepalived 
servers. Versions prior to 6.1.1.0 are subject to a remote code execution 
vulnerability. System commands can be run remotely via the subprocess_execute 
function without processing the inputs received from the user in the 
/app/options.py file. Attackers need not be authenticated to exploit this 
vulnerability. Users are advised to upgrade. There are no known workarounds for 
this vulnerability. 

2022-07-08 10 

CVE-2022-31137 
CONFIRM  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31209&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31209
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31211&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31211
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https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30754
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https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-39999
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22041&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22041
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22037&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22037
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https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22031
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22040&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22040
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22026&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22026
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2368&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2368
https://huntr.dev/bounties/a9595eda-a5e0-4717-8d64-b445ef83f452
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1245&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1245
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31137&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31137
https://github.com/hap-wi/roxy-wi/security/advisories/GHSA-53r2-mq99-f532


 
 

High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published 
CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

rpc.py_project -- 
rpc.py 

rpc.py through 0.6.0 allows Remote Code Execution because an unpickle occurs 
when the "serializer: pickle" HTTP header is sent. In other words, although JSON 
(not Pickle) is the default data format, an unauthenticated client can cause the 
data to be processed with unpickle. 

2022-07-08 7.5 

CVE-2022-35411 
 
  

samsung -- 
galaxy_store 

Improper input validation vulnerability in AppsPackageInstaller in Galaxy Store 
prior to version 4.5.41.8 allows local attackers to launch activities as Galaxy Store 
privilege. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-33708  

samsung -- 
galaxy_store 

Improper input validation vulnerability in ApexPackageInstaller in Galaxy Store 
prior to version 4.5.41.8 allows local attackers to launch activities as Galaxy Store 
privilege. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-33709  

samsung -- 
galaxy_store 

Improper input validation vulnerability in BillingPackageInsraller in Galaxy Store 
prior to version 4.5.41.8 allows local attackers to launch activities as Galaxy Store 
privilege. 

2022-07-12 7.2  CVE-2022-33710  

siemens -- 
scalance_x200-
4p_irt_firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SCALANCE X200-4P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X200-4P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X201-3P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X201-3P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X201-3P IRT PRO (All versions), 
SCALANCE X201-3P IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2P IRT PRO (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2P IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X204-2 (All versions < V5.2.6), 
SCALANCE X204-2FM (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2LD (All versions < 
V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2LD TS (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2TS (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X204IRT (All 
versions), SCALANCE X204IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X204IRT PRO (All 
versions), SCALANCE X206-1 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X206-1LD (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X208 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X208PRO (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X212-2 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X212-2LD 
(All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X216 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X224 (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF201-3P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF202-2P IRT 
(All versions), SCALANCE XF204 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF204-2 (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF204-2BA IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF204IRT (All 
versions), SCALANCE XF204IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF206-1 (All versions < 
V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF208 (All versions < V5.2.6). The webserver of affected devices 
calculates session ids and nonces in an insecure manner. This could allow an 
unauthenticated remote attacker to brute-force session ids and hijack existing 
sessions. 

2022-07-12 7.5  

CVE-2022-26647 
CONFIRM 

siemens -- 
scalance_x204-
2_firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SCALANCE X200-4P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X200-4P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X201-3P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X201-3P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X201-3P IRT PRO (All versions), 
SCALANCE X201-3P IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2P IRT PRO (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2P IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X204-2 (All versions < V5.2.6), 
SCALANCE X204-2FM (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2LD (All versions < 
V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2LD TS (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2TS (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X204IRT (All 
versions), SCALANCE X204IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X204IRT PRO (All 
versions), SCALANCE X206-1 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X206-1LD (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X208 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X208PRO (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X212-2 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X212-2LD 
(All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X216 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X224 (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF201-3P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF202-2P IRT 
(All versions), SCALANCE XF204 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF204-2 (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF204-2BA IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF204IRT (All 
versions), SCALANCE XF204IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF206-1 (All versions < 
V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF208 (All versions < V5.2.6). Affected devices do not properly 
validate the URI of incoming HTTP GET requests. This could allow an 
unauthenticated remote attacker to crash affected devices. 

2022-07-12 7.8  

CVE-2022-26649 
CONFIRM 

siemens -- 
scalance_x204-
2_firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SCALANCE X200-4P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X200-4P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X201-3P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X201-3P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X201-3P IRT PRO (All versions), 
SCALANCE X201-3P IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2P IRT (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X202-2P IRT PRO (All versions), 
SCALANCE X202-2P IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X204-2 (All versions < V5.2.6), 
SCALANCE X204-2FM (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2LD (All versions < 

2022-07-12 7.8  

CVE-2022-26648 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-35411&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-35411
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33708&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33708
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33709&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33709
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33710&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33710
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-26647&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-26647
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-310038.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-26649&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-26649
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-310038.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-26648&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-26648
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-310038.pdf


 
 

High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published 
CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2LD TS (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204-2TS (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X204IRT (All versions), SCALANCE X204IRT (All 
versions), SCALANCE X204IRT PRO (All versions), SCALANCE X204IRT PRO (All 
versions), SCALANCE X206-1 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X206-1LD (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X208 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X208PRO (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X212-2 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X212-2LD 
(All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X216 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE X224 (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF201-3P IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF202-2P IRT 
(All versions), SCALANCE XF204 (All versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF204-2 (All 
versions < V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF204-2BA IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF204IRT (All 
versions), SCALANCE XF204IRT (All versions), SCALANCE XF206-1 (All versions < 
V5.2.6), SCALANCE XF208 (All versions < V5.2.6). Affected devices do not properly 
validate the GET parameter XNo of incoming HTTP requests. This could allow an 
unauthenticated remote attacker to crash affected devices. 

siemens -- 
simatic_cp_1242-
7_v2_firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC CP 1242-7 V2 (All versions), SIMATIC 
CP 1243-1 (All versions), SIMATIC CP 1243-7 LTE EU (All versions), SIMATIC CP 
1243-7 LTE US (All versions), SIMATIC CP 1243-8 IRC (All versions), SIMATIC CP 
1542SP-1 IRC (All versions >= V2.0), SIMATIC CP 1543-1 (All versions < V3.0.22), 
SIMATIC CP 1543SP-1 (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1542SP-1 IRC TX 
RAIL (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1543SP-1 ISEC (All versions >= 
V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1543SP-1 ISEC TX RAIL (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS NET 
CP 1242-7 V2 (All versions), SIPLUS NET CP 1543-1 (All versions < V3.0.22), SIPLUS 
S7-1200 CP 1243-1 (All versions), SIPLUS S7-1200 CP 1243-1 RAIL (All versions). The 
application lacks proper validation of user-supplied data when parsing specific 
messages. This could result in a heap-based buffer overflow. An attacker could 
leverage this vulnerability to execute code in the context of device. 

2022-07-12 9.3  

CVE-2022-34819 
CONFIRM 

siemens -- 
simatic_cp_1242-
7_v2_firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC CP 1242-7 V2 (All versions), SIMATIC 
CP 1243-1 (All versions), SIMATIC CP 1243-7 LTE EU (All versions), SIMATIC CP 
1243-7 LTE US (All versions), SIMATIC CP 1243-8 IRC (All versions), SIMATIC CP 
1542SP-1 IRC (All versions >= V2.0), SIMATIC CP 1543-1 (All versions < V3.0.22), 
SIMATIC CP 1543SP-1 (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1542SP-1 IRC TX 
RAIL (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1543SP-1 ISEC (All versions >= 
V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1543SP-1 ISEC TX RAIL (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS NET 
CP 1242-7 V2 (All versions), SIPLUS NET CP 1543-1 (All versions < V3.0.22), SIPLUS 
S7-1200 CP 1243-1 (All versions), SIPLUS S7-1200 CP 1243-1 RAIL (All versions). By 
injecting code to specific uration options for OpenVPN, an attacker could execute 
arbitrary code with elevated privileges. 

2022-07-12 9.3  

CVE-2022-34821 
CONFIRM 

siemens -- 
simatic_cp_1242-
7_v2_firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC CP 1242-7 V2 (All versions), SIMATIC 
CP 1243-1 (All versions), SIMATIC CP 1243-7 LTE EU (All versions), SIMATIC CP 
1243-7 LTE US (All versions), SIMATIC CP 1243-8 IRC (All versions), SIMATIC CP 
1542SP-1 IRC (All versions >= V2.0), SIMATIC CP 1543-1 (All versions < V3.0.22), 
SIMATIC CP 1543SP-1 (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1542SP-1 IRC TX 
RAIL (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1543SP-1 ISEC (All versions >= 
V2.0), SIPLUS ET 200SP CP 1543SP-1 ISEC TX RAIL (All versions >= V2.0), SIPLUS NET 
CP 1242-7 V2 (All versions), SIPLUS NET CP 1543-1 (All versions < V3.0.22), SIPLUS 
S7-1200 CP 1243-1 (All versions), SIPLUS S7-1200 CP 1243-1 RAIL (All versions). The 
application does not correctly escape some user provided fields during the 
authentication process. This could allow an attacker to inject custom commands 
and execute arbitrary code with elevated privileges. 

2022-07-12 9.3  

CVE-2022-34820 
CONFIRM 

syntactics -- 
free_booking_plug
in_for_hotels\,_res
taurant_and_car_r
ental 

The Free Booking Plugin for Hotels, Restaurant and Car Rental WordPress plugin 
before 1.1.16 suffers from insufficient input validation which leads to arbitrary file 
upload and subsequently to remote code execution. An AJAX action accessible to 
unauthenticated users is affected by this issue. An allowlist of valid file extensions 
is defined but is not used during the validation steps. 

2022-07-11 7.5  CVE-2022-1952  

varktech -- 
pricing_deals_for_
woocommerce 

The Pricing Deals for WooCommerce WordPress plugin through 2.0.2.02 does not 
properly sanitise and escape a parameter before using it in a SQL statement via an 
AJAX action available to unauthenticated users, leading to an unauthenticated SQL 
injection 

2022-07-11 7.5  CVE-2022-1057  

zimbra -- 
collaboration 

Zimbra Collaboration Open Source 8.8.15 does not encrypt the initial-login 
randomly created password (from the "zmprove ca" command). It is visible in 
cleartext on port UDP 514 (aka the syslog port). 

2022-07-11 7.5  

CVE-2022-32294 
 
 
  

gitlab -- gitlab 
A critical issue has been discovered in GitLab affecting all versions starting from 
14.0 prior to 14.10.5, 15.0 prior to 15.0.4, and 15.1 prior to 15.1.1 where it was 

2022-07-01 7.5  

CVE-2022-2185 
CONFIRM 
  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34819&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
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https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1057&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1057
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-32294&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-32294
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2185&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2185
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/cves/-/blob/master/2022/CVE-2022-2185.json


 
 

High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 
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CVSS 
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Source & Patch 
Info 

possible for an unauthorised user to execute arbitrary code on the server using the 
project import feature. 

hospital_managem
ent_system_projec
t -- 
hospital_managem
ent_system 

Hospital Management System v1.0 was discovered to contain a SQL injection 
vulnerability via the loginid parameter at adminlogin.php. 

2022-07-01 7.5  CVE-2022-32093  

hospital_managem
ent_system_projec
t -- 
hospital_managem
ent_system 

Hospital Management System v1.0 was discovered to contain a SQL injection 
vulnerability via the loginid parameter at doctorlogin.php. 

2022-07-01 7.5  CVE-2022-32094  

hospital_managem
ent_system_projec
t -- 
hospital_managem
ent_system 

Hospital Management System v1.0 was discovered to contain a SQL injection 
vulnerability via the editid parameter at orders.php. 

2022-07-01 7.5  CVE-2022-32095  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
deviceList parameter in the function formAddMacfilterRule. 

2022-07-01 10 CVE-2022-32032  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the list 
parameter in the function formSetQosBand. 

2022-07-01 7.8  CVE-2022-32030  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the list 
parameter in the function fromSetRouteStatic. 

2022-07-01 7.8  CVE-2022-32031  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the function 
formSetVirtualSer. 

2022-07-01 7.8  CVE-2022-32033  

tendacn -- 
m3_firmware 

Tenda M3 V1.0.0.12 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the items 
parameter in the function formdelMasteraclist. 

2022-07-01 7.8  CVE-2022-32034  

tendacn -- 
m3_firmware 

Tenda M3 V1.0.0.12 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the function 
formMasterMng. 

2022-07-01 7.8  CVE-2022-32035  

tendacn -- 
m3_firmware 

Tenda M3 V1.0.0.12 was discovered to contain multiple stack overflow 
vulnerabilities via the ssidList, storeName, and trademark parameters in the 
function formSetStoreWeb. 

2022-07-01 7.8  CVE-2022-32036  
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https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-32036
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CVSS 
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Source & Patch 
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collect_and_delive

r_interface_for_w

oocommerce_proj

ect -- 

collect_and_delive

r_interface_for_w

oocommerce 

The CDI WordPress plugin before 5.1.9 does not sanitise and escape a parameter 

before outputting it back in the response of an AJAX action (available to both 

unauthenticated and authenticated users), leading to a Reflected Cross-Site 

Scripting 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-1933  

contact_form_7_c

aptcha_project -- 

contact_form_7_c

aptcha 

The Contact Form 7 Captcha WordPress plugin before 0.1.2 does not escape the 

$_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'] parameter before outputting it back in an attribute, 

which could lead to Reflected Cross-Site Scripting in old web browsers 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-2187  

flycart -- 

discount_rules_for

_woocommerce 

The Discount Rules for WooCommerce WordPress plugin before 2.4.2 does not 

escape a parameter before outputting it back in an attribute of the plugin's 

discount rule page, leading to Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-2090  

import_csv_files_p

roject -- 

import_csv_files 

The Import CSV Files WordPress plugin through 1.0 does not sanitise and escaped 

imported data before outputting them back in a page, and is lacking CSRF check 

when performing such action as well, resulting in a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-2146  

insights_from_goo

gle_pagespeed_pr

oject -- 

insights_from_goo

gle_pagespeed 

The Insights from Google PageSpeed WordPress plugin before 4.0.7 does not verify 

for CSRF before doing various actions such as deleting Custom URLs, which could 

allow attackers to make a logged in admin perform such actions via CSRF attacks 

2022-07-17 6.8  CVE-2022-1672  

itechscripts -- 

b2b_script 

A vulnerability was found in Itech B2B Script 4.28. It has been rated as critical. This 

issue affects some unknown processing of the file /catcompany.php. The 

manipulation of the argument token with the input 

704667c6a1e7ce56d3d6fa748ab6d9af3fd7' AND 6539=6539 AND 'Fakj'='Fakj leads 

to sql injection. The attack may be initiated remotely. The exploit has been 

disclosed to the public and may be used. 

2022-07-16 5 

CVE-2017-20137 

  

itechscripts -- 

classifieds_script 

A vulnerability classified as critical has been found in Itech Classifieds Script 7.27. 

Affected is an unknown function of the file /subpage.php. The manipulation of the 

argument scat with the input =51' AND 4941=4941 AND 'hoCP'='hoCP leads to sql 

injection. It is possible to launch the attack remotely. The exploit has been 

disclosed to the public and may be used. 

2022-07-16 5 CVE-2017-20136  

jquery_validation_

for_contact_form_

7_project -- 

jquery_validation_

for_contact_form_

7 

The Jquery Validation For Contact Form 7 WordPress plugin before 5.3 does not 

have CSRF check in place when updating its settings, which could allow attackers to 

make a logged in admin change Blog options like default_role, users_can_register 

via a CSRF attack 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-2144  

microweber -- 

microweber 

An Arbitrary File Upload vulnerability exists in Microweber 1.1.3 that allows 

attackers to getshell via the Settings Upload Picture section by uploading pictures 

with malicious code, user.ini. 

2022-07-15 6.5  CVE-2021-36461  

miniorange -- 

oauth_single_sign_

on 

The OAuth Single Sign On WordPress plugin before 6.22.6 doesn't validate that 

OAuth access token requests are legitimate, which allows attackers to log onto the 

site with the only knowledge of a user's email address. 

2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-2133  

opener_project -- 

opener 

EIPStackGroup OpENer v2.3.0 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via 

/bin/posix/src/ports/POSIX/OpENer+0x56073d. 
2022-07-15 6.8  

CVE-2022-32434 

  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort, and 

possibly enumerate usernames, via One Touch Join. 
2022-07-17 6.4  CVE-2022-26656  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1933&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
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https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2017-20137
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https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2144&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2144
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-36461&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-36461
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2133&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2133
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-32434&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-32434
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-26656&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-26656
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pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

One Touch Join. 
2022-07-17 5.8  CVE-2022-27933  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity 27.x before 27.2 has Improper Access Control. An attacker can 

sometimes join a conference (call join) if it has a lock but not a PIN. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-25357  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to force a software abort via 

HTTP. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-26654  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity 27.x before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort 

via the Session Initiation Protocol. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27928  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity 27.x before 27.3 has Improper Input Validation. The client API allows 

remote attackers to trigger a software abort via a gateway call into Teams. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-26655  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

One Touch Join. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-26657  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

H.323. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27936  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity 27.x before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort 

via HTTP. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27929  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

HTTP. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27934  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

the Session Initiation Protocol. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27931  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger excessive resource 

consumption via H.264. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27937  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity 27.x before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort 

via single-sign-on if a random Universally Unique Identifier is guessed. 
2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-27930  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

One Touch Join. 
2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-27932  

pexip -- 

pexip_infinity 

Pexip Infinity before 27.3 allows remote attackers to trigger a software abort via 

Epic Telehealth. 
2022-07-17 5 CVE-2022-27935  

pyenv_project -- 

pyenv 

pyenv 1.2.24 through 2.3.2 allows local users to gain privileges via a .python-

version file in the current working directory. An attacker can craft a Python version 

string in .python-version to execute shims under their control. (Shims are 

executables that pass a command along to a specific version of pyenv. The version 

string is used to construct the path to the command, and there is no validation of 

whether the version specified is a valid version. Thus, relative path traversal can 

occur.) 

2022-07-17 4.6  CVE-2022-35861  

sigmaplugin -- 

advanced_databas

e_cleaner 

The Advanced Database Cleaner WordPress plugin before 3.1.1 does not escape 

numerous generated URLs before outputting them back in href attributes of admin 

dashboard pages, leading to Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-2173 

wpchill -- 

download_monitor 

The Download Monitor WordPress plugin before 4.5.91 does not ensure that files 

to be downloaded are inside the blog folders, and not sensitive, allowing high 

privilege users such as admin to download the wp-.php or /etc/passwd even in an 

hardened environment or multisite setup. 

2022-07-17 4 CVE-2022-2222  

wpdownloadmana

ger -- 

download_manage

r 

The Download Manager WordPress plugin before 3.2.44 does not escape a 

generated URL before outputting it back in an attribute of the history dashboard, 

leading to Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-17 4.3  CVE-2022-2168  
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Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

wpusermanager -- 

wp_user_manager 

The WP User Manager WordPress plugin before 2.6.3 does not ensure that the 

user ID to reset the password of is related to the reset key given. As a result, any 

authenticated user can reset the password (to an arbitrary value) of any user 

knowing only their ID, and gain access to their account. 

2022-07-17 6 CVE-2021-24655  

admin_manageme

nt_xtended_projec

t -- 

admin_manageme

nt_xtended 

The Admin Management Xtended WordPress plugin before 2.4.5 does not have 

CSRF checks in some of its AJAX actions, allowing attackers to make a logged users 

with the right capabilities to call them. This can lead to changes in post status 

(draft, published), slug, post date, comment status (enabled, disabled) and more. 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1599  

anuvaad-

corpus_project -- 

anuvaad-corpus 

The project-anuvaad/anuvaad-corpus repository through 2020-11-23 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31552  

audio_aligner_app

_project -- 

audio_aligner_app 

The longmaoteamtf/audio_aligner_app repository through 2020-01-10 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31577  

automatedquizeval

_project -- 

automatedquizeval 

The sravaniboinepelli/AutomatedQuizEval repository through 2020-04-27 on 

GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31583  

averta -- 

shortcodes_and_e

xtra_features_for_

phlox_theme 

The Shortcodes and extra features for Phlox WordPress plugin before 2.9.8 does 

not sanitise and escape a parameter before outputting it back in the response, 

leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1910  

awin -- 

awin_data_feed 

The Awin Data Feed WordPress plugin through 1.6 does not sanitise and escape a 

parameter before outputting it back via an AJAX action (available to both 

unauthenticated and authenticated users), leading to a Reflected Cross-Site 

Scripting 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1937  

baiduwenkuspider

_flaskweb_project 

-- 

baiduwenkuspider

_flaskweb 

The ChangeWeDer/BaiduWenkuSpider_flaskWeb repository before 2021-11-29 on 

GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31504 

  

barry_voice_assist

ant_project -- 

barry_voice_assist

ant 

The lyubolp/Barry-Voice-Assistant repository through 2021-01-18 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31541  

bonn_activity_map

s_annotation_tool

_project -- 

bonn_activity_map

s_annotation_tool 

The bonn-activity-maps/bam_annotation_tool repository through 2021-08-31 on 

GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31528  

bt_lnmp_project -- 

bt_lnmp 

The piaoyunsoft/bt_lnmp repository through 2019-10-10 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 5 CVE-2022-31578  

carceresbe_project 

-- carceresbe 

The Delor4/CarceresBE repository through 1.0 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31515  

caretakerr-

api_project -- 

caretakerr-api 

The sanojtharindu/caretakerr-api repository through 2021-05-17 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31580  

chainer -- 

chainerrl-visualizer 

The chainer/chainerrl-visualizer repository through 0.1.1 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31573  
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CVSS 
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changepop-

back_project -- 

changepop-back 

The unizar-30226-2019-06/ChangePop-Back repository through 2019-06-04 on 

GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31586  

clinic\'s_patient_m

anagement_syste

m_project -- 

clinic\'s_patient_m

anagement_syste

m 

A vulnerability, which was classified as critical, was found in SourceCodester Clinics 

Patient Management System 2.0. Affected is an unknown function of the file 

/pms/update_user.php?user_id=1. The manipulation of the argument 

profile_picture with the input <?php phpinfo();?> leads to unrestricted upload. It is 

possible to launch the attack remotely. The exploit has been disclosed to the public 

and may be used. 

2022-07-12 6.5  

CVE-2022-2297 

  

cmu -- 

opendiamond 

The cmusatyalab/opendiamond repository through 10.1.1 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31506 

  

cockybook_project 

-- cockybook 

The ceee-vip/cockybook repository through 2015-04-16 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31572  

codesys -- 

opc_da_server 

The CODESYS OPC DA Server prior V3.5.18.20 stores PLC passwords as plain text in 

its uration file so that it is visible to all authorized Microsoft Windows users of the 

system. 

2022-07-11 4.7  

CVE-2022-1794 

CONFIRM 

comment_license_

project -- 

comment_license 

The Comment License WordPress plugin before 1.4.0 does not have CSRF check in 

place when updating its settings, which could allow attackers to make a logged in 

admin change them via a CSRF attack 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1957  

csm_server_projec

t -- csm_server 

The csm-aut/csm repository through 3.5 on GitHub allows absolute path traversal 

because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31530  

cuyz -- valinor 

Valinor is a PHP library that helps to map any input into a strongly-typed value 

object structure. Prior to version 0.12.0, Valinor can use `Throwable#getMessage()` 

when it should not have permission to do so. This is a problem with cases such as 

an SQL exception showing an SQL snippet, a database connection exception 

showing database IP address/username/password, or a timeout detail / out of 

memory detail. Attackers could use this information for potential data exfiltration, 

denial of service attacks, enumeration attacks, etc. Version 0.12.0 contains a patch 

for this vulnerability. 

2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31140 

CONFIRM  

cybozu -- garoon 

Operation restriction bypass in multiple applications of Cybozu Garoon 4.0.0 to 

5.9.1 allows a remote authenticated attacker to alter the file information and/or 

delete the files. 

2022-07-11 5.5  

CVE-2022-30602 

  

cybozu -- garoon 
Browsing restriction bypass vulnerability in Bulletin of Cybozu Garoon 4.0.0 to 5.9.1 

allows a remote authenticated attacker to obtain the data of Bulletin. 
2022-07-11 4 

CVE-2022-30943 

  

cybozu -- garoon 
Browse restriction bypass vulnerability in Cabinet of Cybozu Garoon 4.0.0 to 5.5.1 

allows a remote authenticated attacker to obtain the data of Cabinet. 
2022-07-11 4 

CVE-2022-31472 

  

cybozu -- garoon 

Exposure of sensitive information to an unauthorized actor issue in multiple 

applications of Cybozu Garoon 4.0.0 to 5.9.1 allows a remote authenticated 

attacker to obtain the data without the viewing privilege. 

2022-07-11 4 

CVE-2022-29512 

  

dainst -- cilantro 
The dainst/cilantro repository through 0.0.4 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31531  

data_stream_algor

ithm_benchmark_

project -- 

data_stream_algor

ithm_benchmark 

The DSAB-local/DSAB repository through 2019-02-18 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 5 CVE-2022-31566  

data_stream_algor

ithm_benchmark_

project -- 

The DSABenchmark/DSAB repository through 2.1 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31567  
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data_stream_algor

ithm_benchmark 

deep_learning_stu

dio_project -- 

deep_learning_stu

dio 

The SummaLabs/DLS repository through 0.1.0 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31525  

eclipse -- 

equinox_p2 

In Eclipse p2, installable units are able to alter the Eclipse Platform installation and 

the local machine via touchpoints during installation. Those touchpoints can, for 

example, alter the command-line used to start the application, injecting things like 

agent or other settings that usually require particular attention in term of security. 

Although p2 has built-in strategies to ensure artifacts are signed and then to help 

establish trust, there is no such strategy for the metadata part that does ure such 

touchpoints. As a result, it's possible to install a unit that will run malicious code 

during installation without user receiving any warning about this installation step 

being risky when coming from untrusted source. 

2022-07-08 6.8  

CVE-2021-41037 

CONFIRM 

equanimity_projec

t -- equanimity 

The AFDudley/equanimity repository through 2014-04-23 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31511  

fan_platform_proj

ect -- fan_platform 

The Caoyongqi912/Fan_Platform repository through 2021-04-20 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31514  

fishtank_project -- 

fishtank 

The freefood89/Fishtank repository through 2015-06-24 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31535  

flask-file-

server_project -- 

flask-file-server 

The Wildog/flask-file-server repository through 2020-02-20 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31527  

flask-mongo-

skel_project -- 

flask-mongo-skel 

The pleomax00/flask-mongo-skel repository through 2012-11-01 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31551  

flask-mvc_project -

- flask-mvc 

The Atom02/flask-mvc repository through 2020-09-14 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31512  

flask-

yeoman_project -- 

flask-yeoman 

The tsileo/flask-yeoman repository through 2013-09-13 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31559  

foxy-shop -- 

foxyshop 

The FoxyShop WordPress plugin before 4.8.2 does not sanitise and escape a 

parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a Reflected 

Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1220  

ganga_project -- 

ganga 

The ganga-devs/ganga repository before 8.5.10 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31507 

 

  
glance_project -- 

glance 

The nlpweb/glance repository through 2014-06-27 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31546  

golem_project -- 

golem 

The seveas/golem repository through 2016-05-17 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31557  

google -- android 
Improper authentication vulnerability in AppLock prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 

allows attacker to bypass password confirm activity by hijacking the implicit intent. 
2022-07-12 4.6  CVE-2022-30755  

google -- android 
Improper validation vulnerability in ucmRetParcelable of KnoxSDK prior to SMR Jul-

2022 Release 1 allows attackers to launch certain activities. 
2022-07-12 4.6  CVE-2022-33704  

google -- android 
Use of improper permission in InputManagerService prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 

1 allows unauthorized access to the service. 
2022-07-12 4.6  CVE-2022-33695  
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Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

google -- android 
Improper validation vulnerability in CACertificateInfo prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 

1 allows attackers to launch certain activities. 
2022-07-12 4.6  CVE-2022-33703  

h3c -- ssl_vpn 
H3C SSL VPN through 2022-07-10 allows wnm/login/login.json svpnlang cookie 

XSS. 
2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-35416  

harveyzyh_python

_project -- 

harveyzyh_python 

The Harveyzyh/Python repository through 2022-05-04 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31516  

helm-flask-

celery_project -- 

helm-flask-celery 

The olmax99/helm-flask-celery repository before 2022-05-25 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31549 

  

hin-eng-

preprocessing_proj

ect -- hin-eng-

preprocessing 

The kumardeepak/hin-eng-preprocessing repository through 2019-07-16 on 

GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31540  

home__internet_p

roject -- 

home__internet 

The umeshpatil-dev/Home__internet repository through 2020-08-28 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31585  

homepage_project 

-- homepage 

The nrlakin/homepage repository through 2017-03-06 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31548  

hotel_managemen

t_system_project -

- 

hotel_managemen

t_system 

A vulnerability was found in SourceCodester Hotel Management System 2.0. It has 

been rated as problematic. This issue affects some unknown processing of the file 

/ci_hms/search of the component Search. The manipulation of the argument 

search with the input "><script>alert("XSS")</script> leads to cross site scripting. 

The attack may be initiated remotely. The exploit has been disclosed to the public 

and may be used. 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-2291 

  

huawei -- emui 

Vulnerability of pointers being incorrectly used during data transmission in the 

video framework. Successful exploitation of this vulnerability may affect 

confidentiality. 

2022-07-12 5 CVE-2021-40012  

iasset_project -- 

iasset 

The ralphjzhang/iasset repository through 2022-05-04 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31579  

ibm -- cics_tx 

IBM CICS TX Standard and Advanced 11.1 is vulnerable to HTML injection. A remote 

attacker could inject malicious HTML code, which when viewed, would be executed 

in the victim's Web browser within the security context of the hosting site. IBM X-

Force ID: 229330. 

2022-07-08 5.8  

CVE-2022-34160 

CONFIRM 

CONFIRM 

XF 

ibm -- cics_tx 

IBM CICS TX Standard and Advanced 11.1 is vulnerable to HTTP header injection, 

caused by improper validation of input by the HOST headers. This could allow an 

attacker to conduct various attacks against the vulnerable system, including cross-

site scripting, cache poisoning or session hijacking. IBM X-Force ID: 229435. 

2022-07-08 5.5  

CVE-2022-34306 

XF 

CONFIRM 

CONFIRM 

ibm -- open_liberty 

IBM WebSphere Application Server Liberty 17.0.0.3 through 22.0.0.7 and Open 

Liberty are vulnerable to identity spoofing by an authenticated user using a 

specially crafted request. IBM X-Force ID: 225604. 

2022-07-08 6 

CVE-2022-22476 

CONFIRM 

XF 

ibm -- 

qradar_network_s

ecurity 

IBM QRadar Network Security 5.4.0 and 5.5.0 discloses sensitive information to 

unauthorized users which could be used to mount further attacks against the 

system. IBM X-Force ID: 174339. 

2022-07-12 5 

CVE-2020-4159 

XF 

CONFIRM 

ibm -- 

qradar_network_s

ecurity 

IBM QRadar Network Security 5.4.0 and 5.5.0 contains hard-coded credentials, 

such as a password or cryptographic key, which it uses for its own inbound 

authentication, outbound communication to external components, or encryption 

of internal data. IBM X-Force ID: 174337. 

2022-07-12 5 

CVE-2020-4157 

CONFIRM 

XF 
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Description Published 

CVSS 
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Source & Patch 

Info 

ibm -- 

qradar_security_in

formation_and_ev

ent_manager 

IBM QRadar SIEM 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 may be vulnerable to partial denial of service 

attack, resulting in some protocols not listening to specified ports. IBM X-Force ID: 

214028. 

2022-07-12 5 

CVE-2021-39041 

CONFIRM 

XF 

ibm -- 

security_verify_acc

ess 

IBM Security Access Manager Appliance 10.0.0.0, 10.0.1.0, 10.0.2.0, and 10.0.3.0 is 

vulnerable to SQL injection. A remote attacker could send specially crafted SQL 

statements, which could allow the attacker to view, add, modify or delete 

information in the back-end database. IBM X-Force ID: 225079. 

2022-07-08 6.4  

CVE-2022-22463 

CONFIRM 

XF 

ibm -- 

security_verify_acc

ess 

IBM Security Access Manager Appliance 10.0.0.0, 10.0.1.0, 10.0.2.0, and 10.0.3.0 

uses weaker than expected cryptographic algorithms that could allow an attacker 

to decrypt highly sensitive information. IBM X-Force ID: 225081. 

2022-07-08 5 

CVE-2022-22464 

CONFIRM 

XF 

ibm -- 

security_verify_acc

ess 

IBM Security Access Manager Appliance 10.0.0.0, 10.0.1.0, 10.0.2.0, and 10.0.3.0 

could allow a local user to obtain elevated privileges due to improper access 

permissions. IBM X-Force ID: 225082. 

2022-07-08 4.6  

CVE-2022-22465 

CONFIRM 

XF 

idayrus -- e-voting 
The idayrus/evoting repository before 2022-05-08 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31508 

  

iedadata -- usap-

dc_web_submissio

n_and_dataset_se

arch 

The iedadata/usap-dc-website repository through 1.0.1 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31509  

internshipsystem_

project -- 

internshipsystem 

The waveyan/internshipsystem repository through 2018-05-22 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31562  

karaokey_project -

- karaokey 

The NotVinay/karaokey repository through 2019-12-11 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31522  

kg-fashion-

chatbot_project -- 

kg-fashion-chatbot 

The yuriyouzhou/KG-fashion-chatbot repository through 2018-05-22 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31587  

kitestudio -- 

core_plugin_for_ki

testudio_themes 

The core plugin for kitestudio WordPress plugin before 2.3.1 does not sanitise and 

escape some parameters before outputting them back in a response of an AJAX 

action, available to both unauthenticated and authenticated users when a 

premium theme from the vendor is active, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site 

Scripting. 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1951  

kotekan_project -- 

kotekan 

The kotekan/kotekan repository through 2021.11 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31539  

krypton_project -- 

krypton 

The BolunHan/Krypton repository through 2021-06-03 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31513  

linuxfoundation -- 

kubeedge 

KubeEdge is an open source system for extending native containerized application 

orchestration capabilities to hosts at Edge. Prior to versions 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 

1.9.4, a large response received by the viaduct WSClient can cause a DoS from 

memory exhaustion. The entire body of the response is being read into memory 

which could allow an attacker to send a request that returns a response with a 

large body. The consequence of the exhaustion is that the process which invokes a 

WSClient will be in a denial of service. The software is affected If users who are 

authenticated to the edge side connect to `cloudhub` from the edge side through 

WebSocket protocol. This bug has been fixed in Kubeedge 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 1.9.4. 

There are currently no known workarounds. 

2022-07-11 4 

CVE-2022-31080 

CONFIRM 

linuxfoundation -- 

kubeedge 

KubeEdge is an open source system for extending native containerized application 

orchestration capabilities to hosts at Edge. Prior to versions 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 

1.9.4, several endpoints in the Cloud AdmissionController may be susceptible to a 

2022-07-11 4 

CVE-2022-31074 

CONFIRM 
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Medium Vulnerabilities 
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Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 
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Source & Patch 

Info 

DoS attack if an HTTP request containing a very large Body is sent to it. The 

consequence of the exhaustion is that the Cloud AdmissionController will be in 

denial of service. This bug has been fixed in Kubeedge 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 1.9.4. 

There is currently no known workaround. 

linuxfoundation -- 

kubeedge 

KubeEdge is an open source system for extending native containerized application 

orchestration capabilities to hosts at Edge. Prior to versions 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 

1.9.4, the ServiceBus server on the edge side may be susceptible to a DoS attack if 

an HTTP request containing a very large Body is sent to it. It is possible for the node 

to be exhausted of memory. The consequence of the exhaustion is that other 

services on the node, e.g. other containers, will be unable to allocate memory and 

thus causing a denial of service. Malicious apps accidentally pulled by users on the 

host and have the access to send HTTP requests to localhost may make an attack. It 

will be affected only when users enable the `ServiceBus` module in the  file 

`edgecore.yaml`. This bug has been fixed in Kubeedge 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 1.9.4. As 

a workaround, disable the `ServiceBus` module in the  file `edgecore.yaml`. 

2022-07-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-31073 

 

CONFIRM 

  

litecart -- litecart 
Cross-site scripting vulnerability in LiteCart versions prior to 2.4.2 allows a remote 

attacker to inject an arbitrary script via unspecified vectors. 
2022-07-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-27168 

 

 

  
livro_python_proje

ct -- livro_python 

The duducosmos/livro_python repository through 2018-06-06 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31575  

logstash-

management-

api_project -- 

logstash-

management-api 

The Luxas98/logstash-management-api repository through 2020-05-04 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31520  

mdweb_project -- 

mdweb 

The mandoku/mdweb repository through 2015-05-07 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31542  

mercadoenlineaba

ck_project -- 

mercadoenlineaba

ck 

The cheo0/MercadoEnLineaBack repository through 2022-05-04 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31505  

mercury_sample_

manager_project -- 

mercury_sample_

manager 

The HolgerGraef/MSM repository through 2021-04-20 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31517  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 

Windows Hyper-V Information Disclosure Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique from 

CVE-2022-30223. 
2022-07-12 4 CVE-2022-22042  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 
Windows.Devices.Picker.dll Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 6.9  CVE-2022-22045  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 
Remote Procedure Call Runtime Remote Code Execution Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 6.8  CVE-2022-22038  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 

Windows Portable Device Enumerator Service Security Feature Bypass 

Vulnerability. 
2022-07-12 6.9  CVE-2022-22023  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 

Windows Internet Information Services Cachuri Module Denial of Service 

Vulnerability. 
2022-07-12 5 CVE-2022-22025  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 
Windows Kernel Information Disclosure Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 4.7  CVE-2022-21845  
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Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

microsoft -- 

windows_10 
Performance Counters for Windows Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 4.4  CVE-2022-22036  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 

Windows Fax Service Remote Code Execution Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique 

from CVE-2022-22024. 
2022-07-12 6.8  CVE-2022-22027  

microsoft -- 

windows_10 

Windows Fax Service Remote Code Execution Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique 

from CVE-2022-22027. 
2022-07-12 5.1  CVE-2022-22024  

microsoft -- 

windows_server_2

008 

Windows Network File System Information Disclosure Vulnerability. 2022-07-12 4.3  CVE-2022-22028  

microsoft -- 

windows_server_2

008 

Windows Network File System Remote Code Execution Vulnerability. This CVE ID is 

unique from CVE-2022-22039. 
2022-07-12 6.8  CVE-2022-22029  

microsoft -- 

windows_server_2

008 

Windows Network File System Remote Code Execution Vulnerability. This CVE ID is 

unique from CVE-2022-22029. 
2022-07-12 6 CVE-2022-22039  

microweber -- 

microweber 

Prior to microweber/microweber v1.2.20, due to improper neutralization of input, 

an attacker can steal tokens to perform cross-site request forgery, fetch contents 

from same-site and redirect a user. 

2022-07-09 4.3  

CVE-2022-2353 

 

CONFIRM 

modelconverter_p

roject -- 

modelconverter 

The ml-inory/ModelConverter repository through 2021-04-26 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31545  

monorepo_project 

-- monorepo 

The cinemaproject/monorepo repository through 2021-03-03 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31529  

mosaic_project -- 

mosaic 

The Niyaz-Mohamed/mosaic repository through 1.0.0 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31521  

movie-review-

sentiment-

analysis_project -- 

movie-review-

sentiment-analysis 

The rohitnayak/movie-review-sentiment-analysis repository through 2017-05-07 

on GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is 

used unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31554  

mp-m08-

interface_project -

- mp-m08-

interface 

The joaopedro-fg/mp-m08-interface repository through 2020-12-10 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31538  

munhak -- 

munhak-moa 

The woduq1414/munhak-moa repository before 2022-05-03 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31564 

  

novastar -- 

novaicare 

An issue has been discovered in Novastar-VNNOX-iCare Novaicare 7.16.0 that gives 

attacker privilege escalation and allows attackers to view corporate information 

and SMTP server details, delete users, view roles, and other unspecified impacts. 

2022-07-12 6.5  

CVE-2021-38289 

  

nurse_quest_proje

ct -- nurse_quest 

The romain20100/nursequest repository through 2018-02-22 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31555  

onyxforum_project 

-- onyxforum 

The ChaoticOnyx/OnyxForum repository before 2022-05-04 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31501 

  

orchest -- orchest 
The orchest/orchest repository before 2022.05.0 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31503 
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CVSS 
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Source & Patch 

Info 

paddlepaddle -- 

anakin 

The PaddlePaddle/Anakin repository through 0.1.1 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31523  

photo_tag_project 

-- photo_tag 

The uncleYiba/photo_tag repository through 2020-08-31 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31560  

portswigger -- 

burp_suite 

A URL disclosure issue was discovered in Burp Suite before 2022.6. If a user views a 

crafted response in the Repeater or Intruder, it may be incorrectly interpreted as a 

redirect. 

2022-07-08 4.3  CVE-2022-35406  

projects_project -- 

projects 

The RipudamanKaushikDal/projects repository through 2022-04-03 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31569  

purestorage -- 

pure_swagger 

The PureStorage-OpenConnect/swagger repository through 1.1.5 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31524  

python-flask-

restful-api_project 

-- python-flask-

restful-api 

The akashtalole/python-flask-restful-api repository through 2019-09-16 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31571  

python-recipe-

database_project -

- python-recipe-

database 

The JustAnotherSoftwareDeveloper/Python-Recipe-Database repository through 

2021-03-31 on GitHub allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file 

function is used unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31518  

python_athena_st

ack_project -- 

python_athena_st

ack 

The olmax99/pyathenastack repository through 2019-11-08 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31550  

pythonweb_projec

t -- pythonweb 

The echoleegroup/PythonWeb repository through 2018-10-31 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31534  

realestate_project 

-- realestate 

The deepaliupadhyay/RealEstate repository through 2018-11-30 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31574  

rename_wp-

login_project -- 

rename_wp-login 

The Rename wp-login.php WordPress plugin through 2.6.0 does not have CSRF 

check in place when updating the secret login URL, which could allow attackers to 

make a logged in admin change them via a CSRF attack 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1732  

rexians -- rex-web 
The Rexians/rex-web repository through 2022-06-05 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31568  

s3label_project -- 

s3label 

The stonethree/s3label repository through 2019-08-14 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31584  

samsung -- 

find_my_mobile 

Improper identifier creation logic in Find My Mobile prior to version 7.2.24.12 

allows attacker to identify the device. 
2022-07-12 5 CVE-2022-33707  

sap -- 

business_objects_

business_intelligen

ce_platform 

Due to insufficient input validation, SAP Business Objects - version 420, allows an 

authenticated attacker to submit a malicious request through an allowed 

operation. On successful exploitation, an attacker can view or modify information 

causing a limited impact on confidentiality and integrity of the application. 

2022-07-12 4.9  

CVE-2022-31598 

  

sap -- 

business_one 

SAP Business One client - version 10.0 allows an attacker with low privileges, to 

inject code that can be executed by the application. An attacker could thereby 

control the behavior of the application. 

2022-07-12 6.5  

CVE-2022-31593 

  

sap -- 

businessobjects_b

SAP BusinessObjects CMC allows an unauthenticated attacker to retrieve token 

information over the network which would otherwise be restricted. This can be 

achieved only when a legitimate user accesses the application and a local 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-35228 
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usiness_intelligenc

e_platform 

compromise occurs, like sniffing or social engineering. On successful exploitation, 

the attacker can completely compromise the application. 

sap -- 

businessobjects_b

usiness_intelligenc

e_platform 

Under certain conditions SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Platform 4.x - 

versions 420,430 allows user Administrator to view, edit or modify rights of objects 

it doesn't own and which would otherwise be restricted. 

2022-07-12 5.5  

CVE-2022-29619 

  

sap -- 

businessobjects_b

w_publisher_servic

e 

SAP BusinessObjects BW Publisher Service - versions 420, 430, uses a search path 

that contains an unquoted element. A local attacker can gain elevated privileges by 

inserting an executable file in the path of the affected service 

2022-07-12 4.6  

CVE-2022-31591 

  

sap -- 

enterprise_extensi

on_defense_forces

_\&_public_securit

y 

The application SAP Enterprise Extension Defense Forces & Public Security - 

versions 605, 606, 616,617,618, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, does not perform 

necessary authorization checks for an authenticated user over the network, 

resulting in escalation of privileges leading to a limited impact on confidentiality. 

2022-07-12 4 

CVE-2022-31592 

  

sap -- 

enterprise_portal 

SAP Enterprise Portal - versions 7.10, 7.11, 7.20, 7.30, 7.31, 7.40, 7.50, does not 

sufficiently encode user-controlled inputs, resulting in Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability. This attack can be used to non-permanently deface or modify portal 

content. The execution of script content by a victim registered on the portal could 

compromise the confidentiality and integrity of victim?s web browser session. 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-35224 

  

scorelab -- openmf 
The scorelab/OpenMF repository before 2022-05-03 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31581 

  

setupbox_project -

- setupbox 

The maxtortime/SetupBox repository through 1.0 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31543  

shackerpanel_proj

ect -- shackerpanel 

The heidi-luong1109/shackerpanel repository through 2021-05-25 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31576  

shiva-

server_project -- 

shiva-server 

The tooxie/shiva-server repository through 0.10.0 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31558  

shortcut_macros_

project -- 

shortcut_macros 

The Shortcut Macros WordPress plugin through 1.3 does not have authorisation 

and CSRF checks in place when updating its settings, which could allow any 

authenticated users, such as subscriber, to update them. 

2022-07-11 4 CVE-2022-1956  

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-037, 

FG-VD-22-059) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34272 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-038) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34273 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-039) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34274 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 
A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 
2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34275 

CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-29619&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-29619
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31591&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31591
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31592&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31592
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-35224&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-35224
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31581&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31581
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31543&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31543
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31576&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31576
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31558&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31558
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1956&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1956
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34272&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34272
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34273&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34273
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34274&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34274
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34275&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34275
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
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Vendor -- Product 
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CVSS 
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Source & Patch 

Info 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-040) 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-041) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34276 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. This could allow an attacker to execute 

code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-042) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34277 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains a stack corruption vulnerability while parsing PCB 

files. An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to leak information in the context 

of the current process. (FG-VD-22-055) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34290 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-051) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34286 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains a stack corruption vulnerability while parsing PCB 

files. An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to leak information in the context 

of the current process. (FG-VD-22-057, FG-VD-22-058, FG-VD-22-060) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34291 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to leak information in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-

047) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34282 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-054) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34289 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains a stack corruption vulnerability while parsing PCB 

files. An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to leak information in the context 

of the current process. (FG-VD-22-052, FG-VD-22-056) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34287 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to leak information in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-

050) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34285 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to leak information in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-

048) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34283 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. This could allow an attacker to execute 

code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-043) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34278 

CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34276&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34276
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34277&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34277
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34290&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34290
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34286&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34286
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34291&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34291
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34282&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34282
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34289&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34289
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34287&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34287
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34285&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34285
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34283&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34283
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34278&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34278
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
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siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-044) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34279 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-045) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34280 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-046) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34281 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an allocated 

structure while parsing specially crafted PCB files. This could allow an attacker to 

execute code in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-049) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34284 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

pads_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in PADS Standard/Plus Viewer (All versions). The 

affected application is vulnerable to an out of bounds read past the end of an 

allocated buffer when parsing PCB files. An attacker could leverage this 

vulnerability to leak information in the context of the current process. (FG-VD-22-

053) 

2022-07-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-34288 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

simatic_easie_core

_package 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC eaSie Core Package (All versions < 

V22.00). The underlying MQTT service of affected systems does not perform 

authentication in the default uration. This could allow an unauthenticated remote 

attacker to send arbitrary messages to the service and thereby issue arbitrary 

requests in the affected system. 

2022-07-12 6.4  

CVE-2021-44222 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

simatic_easie_core

_package 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC eaSie Core Package (All versions < 

V22.00). The affected systems do not properly validate input that is sent to the 

underlying message passing framework. This could allow an remote attacker to 

trigger a denial of service of the affected system. 

2022-07-12 5 

CVE-2021-44221 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

simatic_mv540_h_

firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC MV540 H (All versions < V3.3), 

SIMATIC MV540 S (All versions < V3.3), SIMATIC MV550 H (All versions < V3.3), 

SIMATIC MV550 S (All versions < V3.3), SIMATIC MV560 U (All versions < V3.3), 

SIMATIC MV560 X (All versions < V3.3). Affected devices do not perform 

authentication for several web API endpoints. This could allow an unauthenticated 

remote attacker to read and download data from the device. 

2022-07-12 5 

CVE-2022-33138 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

simatic_mv540_h_

firmware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SIMATIC MV540 H (All versions < V3.3), 

SIMATIC MV540 S (All versions < V3.3), SIMATIC MV550 H (All versions < V3.3), 

SIMATIC MV550 S (All versions < V3.3), SIMATIC MV560 U (All versions < V3.3), 

SIMATIC MV560 X (All versions < V3.3). The web session management of affected 

devices does not invalidate session ids in certain logout scenarios. This could allow 

an authenticated remote attacker to hijack other users' sessions. 

2022-07-12 6 

CVE-2022-33137 

CONFIRM 

siemens -- 

simcenter_femap 

A vulnerability has been identified in Simcenter Femap (All versions < V2022.2). 

The affected application contains an out of bounds write past the end of an 

allocated structure while parsing specially crafted X_T files. This could allow an 

attacker to execute code in the context of the current process. (ZDI-CAN-17293) 

2022-07-12 6.8  

CVE-2022-34748 

CONFIRM 

simple-rat_project 

-- simple-rat 

The sergeKashkin/Simple-RAT repository before 2022-05-03 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31510 

  

sleep_learner_proj

ect -- 

sleep_learner 

The rainsoupah/sleep-learner repository through 2021-02-21 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31553  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34279&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34279
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34280&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34280
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34281&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34281
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34284&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34284
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34288&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34288
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-439148.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-44222&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-44222
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-580125.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-44221&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-44221
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-580125.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33138&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33138
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-348662.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33137&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33137
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-348662.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34748&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34748
https://cert-portal.siemens.com/productcert/pdf/ssa-474231.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31510&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31510
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31553&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31553
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solar-system-

simulator_project -

- solar-system-

simulator 

The jmcginty15/Solar-system-simulator repository through 2021-07-26 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31537  

sphere_imageback

end_project -- 

sphere_imageback

end 

The varijkapil13/Sphere_ImageBackend repository through 2019-10-03 on GitHub 

allows absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used 

unsafely. 

2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31561  

sphere_project -- 

sphere 

The noamezekiel/sphere repository through 2020-05-31 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31547  

syrabond_project -

- syrabond 

The yogson/syrabond repository through 2020-05-25 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31565  

testplatform_proje

ct -- testplatform 

The zippies/testplatform repository through 2016-07-19 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31588  

themeisle -- 

wp_maintenance_

mode_\&_coming

_soon 

The WP Maintenance Mode & Coming Soon WordPress plugin before 2.4.5 is 

lacking CSRF when emptying the subscribed users list, which could allow attackers 

to make a logged in admin perform such action via a CSRF attack 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1576  

thunderatz -- 

thunderdocs 

The ThundeRatz/ThunderDocs repository through 2020-05-01 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31526  

trainenergyserver_

project -- 

trainenergyserver 

The rusyasoft/TrainEnergyServer repository through 2017-08-03 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31556  

travel_blahg_proje

ct -- travel_blahg 

The dankolbman/travel_blahg repository through 2016-01-16 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4 CVE-2022-31532  

umbral_project -- 

umbral 

The decentraminds/umbral repository through 2020-01-15 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31533  

videoserver_projec

t -- videoserver 

The shaolo1/VideoServer repository through 2019-09-21 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31582  

vim -- vim Use After Free in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0.0046. 2022-07-08 6.8  

CVE-2022-2345 

CONFIRM  

vim -- vim Heap-based Buffer Overflow in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0.0045. 2022-07-08 6.8  

CVE-2022-2344 

 

CONFIRM 

visser -- 

woocommerce_-

_product_importer 

The WooCommerce - Product Importer WordPress plugin through 1.5.2 does not 

sanitise and escape the imported data before outputting it back in the page, 

leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1546  

vprj_project -- vprj 
The whmacmac/vprj repository through 2022-04-06 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31563  

webswing -- 

webswing 

Webswing before 22.1.3 allows X-Forwarded-For header injection. The client IP 

address is associated with a variable in the uration page. The {clientIp} variable can 

be used as an application startup argument. The X-Forwarded-For header can be 

manipulated by a client to store an arbitrary value that is used to replace the 

clientIp variable (without sanitization). A client can thus inject multiple arguments 

into the session startup. Systems that do not use the clientIP variable in the uration 

are not vulnerable. The vulnerability is fixed in these versions: 20.1.16, 20.2.19, 

21.1.8, 21.2.12, and 22.1.3. 

2022-07-08 6.8  

CVE-2022-34914 
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Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

windmill_project -- 

windmill 

The Lukasavicus/WindMill repository through 1.0 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31519  

withknown -- 

known 

An issue in the isSVG() function of Known v1.2.2+2020061101 allows attackers to 

execute arbitrary code via a crafted SVG file. 
2022-07-08 4.3  

CVE-2022-32115 

 

  
withknown -- 

known 

Known v1.3.1 was discovered to contain an Insecure Direct Object Reference 

(IDOR). 
2022-07-08 4 

CVE-2022-30852 

 

  
wormnest_project 

-- wormnest 

The operatorequals/wormnest repository through 0.4.7 on GitHub allows absolute 

path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  

CVE-2022-31502 

  

wp-eventmanager 

-- 

wp_event_manage

r 

The WP Event Manager WordPress plugin before 3.1.28 does not sanitise and 

escape its search before outputting it back in an attribute on the event dashboard, 

leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-1474  

wp_opt-in_project 

-- wp_opt-in 

The WP Opt-in WordPress plugin through 1.4.1 is vulnerable to CSRF which allows 

changed plugin settings and can be used for sending spam emails. 
2022-07-11 4.3  CVE-2022-2123  

xtomo -- robo-tom 
The meerstein/rbtm repository through 1.5 on GitHub allows absolute path 

traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31544  

ytdl-sync_project -

- ytdl-sync 

The jaygarza1982/ytdl-sync repository through 2021-01-02 on GitHub allows 

absolute path traversal because the Flask send_file function is used unsafely. 
2022-07-11 6.4  CVE-2022-31536  

college_managem

ent_system_projec

t -- 

college_managem

ent_system 

College Management System v1.0 was discovered to contain a remote code 

execution (RCE) vulnerability via /College/admin/teacher.php. This vulnerability is 

exploited via a crafted PHP file. 

2022-07-01 6.8  CVE-2022-32420  

gitlab -- gitlab 

Incorrect authorization in GitLab EE affecting all versions from 10.7 prior to 

14.10.5, 15.0 prior to 15.0.4, and 15.1 prior to 15.1.1, allowed an attacker already 

in possession of a valid Deploy Key or a Deploy Token to misuse it from any 

location to access Container Registries even when IP address restrictions were 

ured. 

2022-07-01 4 

CVE-2022-1983 

 

CONFIRM 

ibm -- 

infosphere_inform

ation_server 

An improper validation vulnerability in IBM InfoSphere Information Server 11.7 

Pack for SAP Apps and BW Packs may lead to creation of directories and files on 

the server file system that may contain non-sensitive debugging information like 

stack traces. IBM X-Force ID: 221323. 

2022-07-01 5.5  

CVE-2022-22373 

XF 

CONFIRM 

libmobi_project -- 

libmobi 
NULL Pointer Dereference in GitHub repository bfabiszewski/libmobi prior to 0.11. 2022-07-01 4.3  

CVE-2022-2279 

CONFIRM  

vim -- vim Heap-based Buffer Overflow in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0. 2022-07-01 6.8  

CVE-2022-2264 

 

CONFIRM 

vim -- vim Heap-based Buffer Overflow in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0. 2022-07-02 6.8  

CVE-2022-2284 

CONFIRM  

vim -- vim Integer Overflow or Wraparound in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0. 2022-07-02 6.8  

CVE-2022-2285 

 

CONFIRM 

vim -- vim Out-of-bounds Read in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0. 2022-07-02 6.8  

CVE-2022-2286 

CONFIRM  

vim -- vim Out-of-bounds Read in GitHub repository vim/vim prior to 9.0. 2022-07-02 5.8  

CVE-2022-2287 

 

CONFIRM 
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Low Vulnerabilities 
Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

bracketspace -- 

simple_post_notes 

The Simple Post Notes WordPress plugin before 1.7.6 does not sanitise and escape 

its settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform cross-Site 

Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2186  

dwbooster -- 

loading_page_with

_loading_screen 

The Loading Page with Loading Screen WordPress plugin before 1.0.83 does not 

escape its settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform cross-

Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2169  

emarketdesign -- 

best_contact_man

agement_software 

The Best Contact Management Software WordPress plugin through 3.7.3 does not 

sanitise and escape its settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to 

perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is 

disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2151  

linkedin_company

_updates_project -

- 

linkedin_company

_updates 

The LinkedIn Company Updates WordPress plugin through 1.5.3 does not sanitise 

and escape its settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform 

cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2148  

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem_project -- 

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in sourcecodester Multi Restaurant Table 

Reservation System 1.0 via the Restaurant Name field to /dashboard/profile.php. 
2022-07-15 3.5  

CVE-2020-35261 

 

 

  

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem_project -- 

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in sourcecodester Multi Restaurant Table 

Reservation System 1.0 via the Table Name field to /dashboard/table-list.php. 
2022-07-15 3.5  

CVE-2020-36550 

 

 

  

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem_project -- 

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in sourcecodester Multi Restaurant Table 

Reservation System 1.0 via the Item Name field to /dashboard/menu-list.php. 
2022-07-15 3.5  

CVE-2020-36551 

 

 

  

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem_project -- 

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in sourcecodester Multi Restaurant Table 

Reservation System 1.0 via the Made field to /dashboard/menu-list.php. 
2022-07-15 3.5  

CVE-2020-36552 

 

 

  

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem_project -- 

multi_restaurant_t

able_reservation_s

ystem 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in sourcecodester Multi Restaurant Table 

Reservation System 1.0 via the Area(food_type) field to /dashboard/menu-list.php. 
2022-07-15 3.5  

CVE-2020-36553 

 

 

  

supsystic -- 

data_tables_gener

ator 

The Data Tables Generator by Supsystic WordPress plugin before 1.10.20 does not 

sanitise and escape some of its Table settings, which could allow high privilege 

users such as admin to perform Stored Cross-Site Scripting attacks when the 

unfiltered_html capability is disallowed (for example in multisite setup) 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2114  
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Low Vulnerabilities 
Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

tipsandtricks-hq -- 

accept_stripe 

The Accept Stripe Payments WordPress plugin before 2.0.64 does not sanitize and 

escape some of its settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform 

cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2194  

tooltulips -- 404s 

The 404s WordPress plugin before 3.5.1 does not sanitise and escape its fields, 

allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform cross-Site Scripting attacks 

even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2118  

very_simple_bread

crumb_project -- 

very_simple_bread

crumb 

The Very Simple Breadcrumb WordPress plugin through 1.0 does not sanitise and 

escape its settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform Cross-

Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2149  

woocommerce -- 

woocommerce 

The WooCommerce WordPress plugin before 6.6.0 is vulnerable to stored HTML 

injection due to lack of escaping and sanitizing in the payment gateway titles 
2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2099  

wpzinc -- 

page_generator 

The Page Generator WordPress plugin before 1.6.5 does not sanitise and escape its 

settings, allowing high privilege users such as admin to perform cross-Site Scripting 

attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-07-17 3.5  CVE-2022-2100  

awin -- 

awin_data_feed 

The Awin Data Feed WordPress plugin through 1.6 does not sanitise and escape a 

header when processing request to generate analytics data, allowing 

unauthenticated users to perform Stored Cross-Site Scripting attacks against a 

logged in admin viewing the plugin's settings 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-1938  

bold-themes -- 

bold_page_builder 

The Bold Page Builder WordPress plugin before 4.3.3 does not sanitise and escape 

some of its settings, which could allow high privilege users such as admin to 

perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when unfiltered_html is disallowed. 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-2089  

digitalguardian -- 

digital_guardian 

Digital Guardian Agent 7.7.4.0042 allows an administrator (who ordinarily does not 

have a supported way to uninstall the product) to disable some of the agent 

functionality and then exfiltrate files to an external USB device. 

2022-07-08 3.6  

CVE-2022-35412 

  

google -- android 

Improper access control vulnerability in sendDHCPACKBroadcast function of 

SemWifiApClient prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 allows attacker to access wifi ap 

client mac address that connected by using WIFI_AP_STA_STATE_CHANGED action. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-30752  

google -- android 

Improper authorization vulnerability in Knoxguard prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 

allows local attacker to disable keyguard and bypass Knoxguard lock by factory 

reset. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33702  

google -- android 

Improper access control vulnerability in KnoxCustomManagerService prior to SMR 

Jul-2022 Release 1 allows attacker to call PowerManaer.goToSleep method which 

is protected by system permission by sending braodcast intent. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33701  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in putDsaSimImsi in TelephonyUI prior to SMR 

Jul-2022 Release 1 allows local attacker to access imsi via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33700  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in getDsaSimImsi in TelephonyUI prior to SMR 

Jul-2022 Release 1 allows local attacker to access imsi via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33699  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in Telecom application prior to SMR Jul-2022 

Release 1 allows local attackers to access ICCID via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33698  

google -- android 

Sensitive information exposure vulnerability in ImsServiceSwitchBase in ImsCore 

prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 allows local attackers with log access permission to 

get IMSI through device log. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33697  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in Telephony service prior to SMR Jul-2022 

Release 1 allows local attacker to access imsi and iccid via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33696  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2194&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2194
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2118&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2118
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2149&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2149
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2099&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2099
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2100&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2100
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1938&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1938
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2089&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2089
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-35412&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-35412
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-30752&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30752
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33702&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33702
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33701&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33701
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33700&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33700
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33699&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33699
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33698&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33698
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33697&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33697
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33696&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33696


 
 

Low Vulnerabilities 
Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

google -- android 

Exposure of Sensitive Information in CSC application prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 

1 allows local attacker to access wifi information via unprotected intent 

broadcasting. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33694  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in CID Manager prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 

allows local attacker to access iccid via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33693  

google -- android 

Improper access control vulnerability in sendDHCPACKBroadcast function of 

SemWifiApClient prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 allows attacker to access wifi ap 

client mac address that connected by using WIFI_AP_STA_DHCPACK_EVENT action. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-30751  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in Messaging application prior to SMR Jul-2022 

Release 1 allows local attacker to access imsi and iccid via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33692  

google -- android 
Improper authorization in isemtelephony prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 allows 

attacker to obtain CID without ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-30757  

google -- android 
A possible race condition vulnerability in score driver prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 

1 can allow local attackers to interleave malicious operations. 
2022-07-12 1.9  CVE-2022-33691  

google -- android 
Improper input validation in Contacts Storage prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 

allows attacker to access arbitrary file. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33690  

google -- android 
Improper use of a unique device ID in unprotected SecSoterService prior to SMR 

Jul-2022 Release 1 allows local attackers to get the device ID without permission. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-30753  

google -- android 

Improper access control vulnerability in updateLastConnectedClientInfo function of 

SemWifiApClient prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 allows attacker to access wifi ap 

client mac address that connected. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-30750  

google -- android 

Implicit Intent hijacking vulnerability in Finder prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 

allow allows attackers to access some protected information with privilege of 

Finder. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-30758  

google -- android 

Unprotected dynamic receiver in Wearable Manager Service prior to SMR Jul-2022 

Release 1 allows attacker to launch arbitray activity and access senstive 

information. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33685  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in GsmAlarmManager prior to SMR Jul-2022 

Release 1 allows local attacker to access iccid via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33686  

google -- android 
Exposure of Sensitive Information in telephony-common.jar prior to SMR Jul-2022 

Release 1 allows local attackers to access IMSI via log. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33687  

google -- android 

Sensitive information exposure vulnerability in EventType in SecTelephonyProvider 

prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 1 allows local attackers with log access permission to 

get IMSI through device log. 

2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33688  

google -- android 
Improper access control vulnerability in TelephonyUI prior to SMR Jul-2022 Release 

1 allows attackers to change preferred network type by unprotected binder call. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33689  

hotel_managemen

t_system_project -

- 

hotel_managemen

t_system 

A vulnerability classified as problematic has been found in SourceCodester Hotel 

Management System 2.0. Affected is an unknown function of the file 

/ci_hms/massage_room/edit/1 of the component Room Edit Page. The 

manipulation of the argument massageroomDetails with the input 

"><script>alert("XSS")</script> leads to cross site scripting. It is possible to launch 

the attack remotely. The exploit has been disclosed to the public and may be used. 

2022-07-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-2292 

  

hpe -- 

flexnetwork_5130

_ei_firmware 

A potential security vulnerability has been identified in certain HPE FlexNetwork 

and FlexFabric switch products. The vulnerability could be remotely exploited to 

allow cross site scripting (XSS). HPE has made the following software updates to 

resolve the vulnerability. HPE FlexNetwork 5130EL_7.10.R3507P02 and HPE 

FlexFabric 5945_7.10.R6635. 

2022-07-08 3.5  CVE-2022-28624  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33694&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33694
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33693&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33693
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-30751&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30751
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33692&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33692
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-30757&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30757
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33691&vector=AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33691
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33690&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33690
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-30753&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30753
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-30750&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30750
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-30758&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-30758
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33685&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33685
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33686&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33686
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33687&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33687
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33688&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33688
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33689&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33689
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2292&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2292
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-28624&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-28624


 
 

Low Vulnerabilities 
Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

huawei -- magic_ui 
Improper permission control vulnerability in the Bluetooth module.Successful 

exploitation of this vulnerability will affect confidentiality. 
2022-07-12 3.3  CVE-2021-40016  

huawei -- magic_ui 
Improper permission control vulnerability in the Bluetooth module.Successful 

exploitation of this vulnerability will affect integrity. 
2022-07-12 3.3  CVE-2021-40013  

ibm -- cics_tx 

IBM CICS TX Standard and Advanced 11.1 is vulnerable to cross-site scripting. This 

vulnerability allows users to embed arbitrary JavaScript code in the Web UI thus 

altering the intended functionality potentially leading to credentials disclosure 

within a trusted session. IBM X-Force ID: 229430. 

2022-07-08 3.5  

CVE-2022-34166 

CONFIRM 

XF 

CONFIRM 

ibm -- cics_tx 

IBM CICS TX Standard and Advanced 11.1 is vulnerable to stored cross-site 

scripting. This vulnerability allows users to embed arbitrary JavaScript code in the 

Web UI thus altering the intended functionality potentially leading to credentials 

disclosure within a trusted session. IBM X-Force ID: 229432. 

2022-07-08 3.5  

CVE-2022-34167 

CONFIRM 

XF 

CONFIRM 

linuxfoundation -- 

kubeedge 

KubeEdge is an open source system for extending native containerized application 

orchestration capabilities to hosts at Edge. Prior to versions 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 

1.9.4, the Cloud Stream server and the Edge Stream server reads the entire 

message into memory without imposing a limit on the size of this message. An 

attacker can exploit this by sending a large message to exhaust memory and cause 

a DoS. The Cloud Stream server and the Edge Stream server are under DoS attack 

in this case. The consequence of the exhaustion is that the CloudCore and 

EdgeCore will be in a denial of service. Only an authenticated user can cause this 

issue. It will be affected only when users enable `cloudStream` module in the  file 

`cloudcore.yaml` and enable `edgeStream` module in the  file `edgecore.yaml`. This 

bug has been fixed in Kubeedge 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 1.9.4. As a workaround, disable 

cloudStream module in the  file `cloudcore.yaml` and disable edgeStream module 

in the  file `edgecore.yaml`. 

2022-07-11 3.5  

CVE-2022-31079 

CONFIRM 

linuxfoundation -- 

kubeedge 

KubeEdge is an open source system for extending native containerized application 

orchestration capabilities to hosts at Edge. Prior to versions 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 

1.9.4, the CloudCore Router does not impose a limit on the size of responses to 

requests made by the REST handler. An attacker could use this weakness to make a 

request that will return an HTTP response with a large body and cause DoS of 

CloudCore. In the HTTP Handler API, the rest handler makes a request to a pre-

specified handle. The handle will return an HTTP response that is then read into 

memory. The consequence of the exhaustion is that CloudCore will be in a denial of 

service. Only an authenticated user of the cloud can make an attack. It will be 

affected only when users enable `router` module in the  file `cloudcore.yaml`. This 

bug has been fixed in Kubeedge 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 1.9.4. As a workaround, disable 

the router switch in the  file `cloudcore.yaml`. 

2022-07-11 3.5  

CVE-2022-31078 

CONFIRM 

linuxfoundation -- 

kubeedge 

KubeEdge is an open source system for extending native containerized application 

orchestration capabilities to hosts at Edge. Prior to versions 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 

1.9.4, EdgeCore may be susceptible to a DoS attack on CloudHub if an attacker was 

to send a well-crafted HTTP request to `/edge.crt`. If an attacker can send a well-

crafted HTTP request to CloudHub, and that request has a very large body, that 

request can crash the HTTP service through a memory exhaustion vector. The 

request body is being read into memory, and a body that is larger than the 

available memory can lead to a successful attack. Because the request would have 

to make it through authorization, only authorized users may perform this attack. 

The consequence of the exhaustion is that CloudHub will be in denial of service. 

KubeEdge is affected only when users enable the CloudHub module in the file 

`cloudcore.yaml`. This bug has been fixed in Kubeedge 1.11.1, 1.10.2, and 1.9.4. As 

a workaround, disable the CloudHub switch in the  file `cloudcore.yaml`. 

2022-07-11 3.5  

CVE-2022-31075 

CONFIRM 

maxfoundry -- wp-

paginate 

The WP-Paginate WordPress plugin before 2.1.9 does not escape one of its 

settings, which could allow high privilege users to perform Stored Cross-Site 

Scripting attacks when unfiltered_html is disallowed 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-2050  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-40016&vector=AV:A/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-40016
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-40013&vector=AV:A/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-40013
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34166&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34166
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6601609
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/229430
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6601579
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-34167&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-34167
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6601655
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/229432
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6601657
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31079&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31079
https://github.com/kubeedge/kubeedge/security/advisories/GHSA-wrcr-x4qj-j543
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31078&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31078
https://github.com/kubeedge/kubeedge/security/advisories/GHSA-qpx3-9565-5xwm
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31075&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31075
https://github.com/kubeedge/kubeedge/security/advisories/GHSA-x3px-2p95-f6jr
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2050&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2050


 
 

Low Vulnerabilities 
Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

microsoft -- 

windows_10 

Windows Print Spooler Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability. This CVE ID is unique 

from CVE-2022-22041, CVE-2022-30206, CVE-2022-30226. 
2022-07-12 3.6  CVE-2022-22022  

ninjateam -- 

wp_duplicate_pag

e 

The WP Duplicate Page WordPress plugin before 1.3 does not sanitize and escape 

some of its settings, which could allow high privilege users such as admin to 

perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when unfiltered_html is disallowed. 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-2093  

pagebar_project -- 

pagebar 

The Pagebar WordPress plugin through 2.65 does not have CSRF check in place 

when updating its settings, which could allow attackers to make a logged in admin 

change them via a CSRF attack. Furthermore, due to the lack of sanitisation in 

some of them, it could also lead to Stored XSS issues 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-1757  

samsung -- 

samsung_gallery 

Improper access control vulnerability in Samsung Gallery prior to version 13.1.05.8 

allows physical attackers to access the pictures using S Pen air gesture. 
2022-07-12 2.1  CVE-2022-33706  

sharebar_project -- 

sharebar 

The Sharebar WordPress plugin through 1.4.1 does not have CSRF check in place 

when updating its settings, which could allow attackers to make a logged in admin 

change them via a CSRF attack and also lead to Stored Cross-Site Scripting issue 

due to the lack of sanitisation and escaping in some of them 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-1626  

simple_parking_m

anagement_syste

m_project -- 

simple_parking_m

anagement_syste

m 

A vulnerability, which was classified as problematic, has been found in 

SourceCodester Simple Parking Management System 1.0. Affected by this issue is 

some unknown functionality of the file /ci_spms/admin/search/searching/. The 

manipulation of the argument search with the input "><script>alert("XSS")</script> 

leads to cross site scripting. The attack may be launched remotely. The exploit has 

been disclosed to the public and may be used. 

2022-07-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-2363 

  

simple_parking_m

anagement_syste

m_project -- 

simple_parking_m

anagement_syste

m 

A vulnerability, which was classified as problematic, was found in SourceCodester 

Simple Parking Management System 1.0. This affects an unknown part of the file 

/ci_spms/admin/category. The manipulation of the argument vehicle_type with 

the input "><script>alert("XSS")</script> leads to cross site scripting. It is possible 

to initiate the attack remotely. The exploit has been disclosed to the public and 

may be used. 

2022-07-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-2364 

  

simple_sales_man

agement_system_

project -- 

simple_sales_man

agement_system 

A vulnerability classified as problematic was found in SourceCodester Simple Sales 

Management System 1.0. Affected by this vulnerability is an unknown functionality 

of the file /ci_ssms/index.php/orders/create. The manipulation of the argument 

customer_name with the input <script>alert("XSS")</script> leads to cross site 

scripting. The attack can be launched remotely. The exploit has been disclosed to 

the public and may be used. 

2022-07-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-2293 

  

sygnoos -- 

popup_builder 

The Popup Builder WordPress plugin before 4.1.11 does not escape and sanitize 

some settings, which could allow high privilege users to perform Stored Cross-Site 

Scripting attacks when the unfiltred_html is disallowed 

2022-07-11 3.5  CVE-2022-1894  

synology -- 

calendar 

Improper neutralization of input during web page generation ('Cross-site Scripting') 

vulnerability in Event Management in Synology Calendar before 2.4.5-10930 allows 

remote authenticated users to inject arbitrary web script or HTML via unspecified 

vectors. 

2022-07-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-22682 

CONFIRM 

trilium_project -- 

trilium 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository zadam/trilium prior to 

0.53.3. 
2022-07-10 3.5  

CVE-2022-2365 

 

CONFIRM 

vmware -- 

vrealize_log_insigh

t 

VMware vRealize Log Insight in versions prior to 8.8.2 contain a stored cross-site 

scripting vulnerability due to improper input sanitization in urations. 
2022-07-12 3.5  CVE-2022-31654  

vmware -- 

vrealize_log_insigh

t 

VMware vRealize Log Insight in versions prior to 8.8.2 contain a stored cross-site 

scripting vulnerability due to improper input sanitization in alerts. 
2022-07-12 3.5  CVE-2022-31655  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22022&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22022
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2093&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2093
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1757&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1757
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-33706&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-33706
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1626&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1626
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2363&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2363
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2364&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2364
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2293&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2293
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-1894&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-1894
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22682&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22682
https://www.synology.com/security/advisory/Synology_SA_22_07
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2365&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2365
https://huntr.dev/bounties/34b281cd-ff4a-4ab0-ae25-56aef557682f
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31654&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31654
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31655&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31655


 
 

Low Vulnerabilities 
Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

withknown -- 

known 

A cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in Known v1.2.2+2020061101 allows 

authenticated attackers to execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a crafted 

payload injected into the Your Name text field. 

2022-07-08 3.5  

CVE-2022-31290 

 

 

  

gitlab -- gitlab 

Improper access control in the runner jobs API in GitLab CE/EE affecting all versions 

prior to 14.10.5, 15.0 prior to 15.0.4, and 15.1 prior to 15.1.1 allows a previous 

maintainer of a project with a specific runner to access job and project meta data 

under certain conditions 

2022-07-01 3.5  

CVE-2022-2227 

 

 

CONFIRM 

ibm -- 

urbancode_deploy 

IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) 6.2.7.15, 7.0.5.10, 7.1.2.6, and 7.2.2.1 stores user 

credentials in plain clear text which can be read by a local user. IBM X-Force ID: 

22106. 

2022-07-01 2.1  

CVE-2022-22366 

CONFIRM 

XF 

ibm -- 

urbancode_deploy 

IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) 6.2.7.15, 7.0.5.10, 7.1.2.6, and 7.2.2.1 could disclose 

sensitive database information to a local user in plain text. IBM X-Force ID: 221008. 
2022-07-01 2.1  

CVE-2022-22367 

CONFIRM 

XF 

microweber -- 

microweber 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository microweber/microweber 

prior to 1.2.19. 
2022-07-01 3.5  

CVE-2022-2280 

 

CONFIRM 

 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-31290&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-31290
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2227&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2227
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/cves/-/blob/master/2022/CVE-2022-2227.json
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22366&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22366
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6600065
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/221006
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-22367&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-22367
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6600067
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/221008
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-2280&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-2280
https://huntr.dev/bounties/22561bfd-a28f-474e-9bfd-7263c1b71133

